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ABSTRACT 
 
The importance of mother tongue as the best medium of instruction cannot be over emphasized. The 
problematic situation here is that not all the indigenous languages in a multilingual society like Nigeria have 
standard written forms. Even languages with standard codification such as Igbo, Hausa and Yoruba are not 
developed to the level of having enough lexicons and terminologies in special areas. Though so many 
efforts have been made by the government and scholars, they are not yet enough for the work ahead. Thus, 
this paper aims at studying the role of translation of texts in specialized domain into indigenous languages 
for the development and the provision of the much needed terminology, reference materials such as books 
and other texts that make learning and teaching in indigenous languages more interesting.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The development of indigenous languages in a 
multilingual society such as Nigeria for the day to day 
communication in all spheres of life and also as a 
medium of instruction in both secondary and tertiary 
levels of education including sciences has become 
imperative if the nation desires to achieve global 
reckoning and solve their basic economic problems 
through sustainable scientific and technological pursuit. 
Thus, for a language to achieve this, it must have 
attained a high level of codification. In addition, it must 
also have acquired enough lexicons and terminology 
which will enable the users to communicate effectively. 
Communication in indigenous languages will enable the 
individual to be identified with a particular linguistic 
community or group. It also provides the user with the 
initial base for thinking in one’s own mother tongue 
thereby providing the much needed solid foundation for 
literacy and scientific development. Oderinde (1996:236) 
affirms this when he opines that “Mother tongue which 
leads to greater result in permanent literacy and 
numeracy has greater surrender value and makes the 
child   a   better - integrated  and  adjusted  citizen  in  the  

community.” 
Mother tongues are indigenous languages of the local 

community. In colonized nations, the mother tongue is 
not the official or the lingua franca of the nation. They 
usually have a European language such as English, 
French and German among others that serve as official 
languages. Nigeria is one of such countries. According to 
Emenanjo and Bleambo (1999:i), Nigeria as a nation has 
about 400 recorded indigenous languages which are not 
at the same level of development. These languages are 
classified demographically into major and non-major 
languages based on the numerical strength of its 
speakers. As a result of this, languages such as Igbo, 
Hausa and Yoruba are given higher recognition by the 
Federal Government as major languages. This situation 
has caused a lot of concern among speakers of the so 
called non-major languages. However, this classification 
should not give room for the death or neglect of all other 
indigenous languages. Instead, it should motivate the 
speakers and linguists of these other non-major 
languages to strive hard to reach an enviable standard by 
providing  a  codified  system  for  their  languages.  They  
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should go further to develop their languages by the 
creation of requisite terminology and emphasize its usage 
by all and sundry.  

Nobody will deny them the right of using the language 
as a medium of instruction if they meet the required 
conditions. Every language should be treated on its merit. 
In the word of Amfani during a public lecture held at the 
National Institute of Nigerian languages on 30th March, 
2009 titled: Indigenous languages and the development 
of Nigeria, he stated that “The less developed indigenous 
languages should be used for personal development that 
is for the acquisition of native intelligence and native 
wisdom which are enshrined in the language (proverbs 
idiomatic expressions, tongue twisters, stories etc.). This 
can be achieved through the mastery of the language at 
oral level” (Amfani, 2009). 

It is important therefore to note that native intelligence 
and wisdom enshrined in our local languages are 
ingredients for future development and breakthrough. 
The focus of this work is to translate specialized text into 
Igbo Language. It is therefore imperative to have an over 
view of the Igbo language. 
 
 
THE IGBO LANGUAGE 
 
Igbo is the native language of the Igbo people situated in 
the south eastern part of Nigeria. The language is spoken 
by about 20 million people. It is one of the three major 
languages designated in the Nigerian constitution (others 
being Hausa and Yoruba). According to Williamson 1989, 
Igbo is one of the eight major languages in the Benue-
Congo group of African languages.  

Igbo is a multi-dialects language. These dialects do not 
have the same degree of mutual intelligibility. However, in 
1972 a standard literary language was developed based 
on the Owerri and Umuahia dialects. In this standard 
variety, nasalization and aspiration which are the main 
characteristics of the Owerri and Umuahia dialects were 
omitted. There are many variety of its orthography but 
Onwu orthography 1961 is the official orthography. The 
spelling convention of Igbo language is essentially a two 
syllable vcv or cv (v). The extensions of this basic syllabic 
structure are usually vcv + cv (v) or vcv + vcv + vcv. Igbo 
is by nature a sentential language. Hence, most Igbo 
words are truly complete sentences. (Echeruo, 2001: iv). 
 
 
WHY TRANSLATION?  
 
Translation, which is said to be the replacement of textual 
materials in one language (Source language) by 
equivalent textual material in another language (Target 
language) (Catford, 1965), plays a major role in the 
development of indigenous languages. We advocate for 
the translation of specialized texts because of the 
following reasons: 
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a) A professional and qualified translator is equipped with 
the knowledge to excavate terms and lexicons in 
indigenous language buried and forgotten during the 
craze for European languages 
b) With the knowledge acquired during his training as a 
translator, he will be capable of creating new terms to 
meet the demand of modern technological development. 
c) Terms created during translation are immediately 
showcased to the labor market via the text. Thus, the 
terms are easily criticized, standardized and accepted by 
the users of the language.  
 
It is also worthy to note that the translation of these text 
provides the all important terms in the local languages. 
The translated text becomes a reference material which 
will facilitate teaching and learning in the local languages. 

In this work we have chosen to translate a text on blood 
circulation into Igbo language. We also tried to organize 
the terms into a tri-lingual glossary (English, French and 
Igbo). The glossary acquired from this work and other 
related texts will facilitate the transfer of information, 
diagnosis, cure, and information dissemination in this 
domain.  

This clarion call is becoming louder and louder now that 
blood related diseases are ravaging the populace 
especially the illiterate and the semi-illiterate people in 
clans and villages. Thus, terminology research in Igbo 
languages in the area of heamatology tends to be an 
asset to Igbo health care project. It will also help to 
enhance communication between medical, paramedical 
personnel and their rural or semi-literate patients who are 
in dire need of this information. The term bank will go a 
long way to helping and improving the work of 
professionals, amateurs and the future translators 
thereby enhancing cross fertilization and dissemination of 
ideas. On the other hand, the availability of terminology in 
local languages will facilitate teaching and learning using 
local languages as a medium of communication. This is 
one of the ways used by China and India to achieve rapid 
development in science and technology more especially 
in the area of health. We believe that terminology 
research in local languages is the starting point to the 
breakthrough in the much desired development in 
science and technology in developing countries. 
 
 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 
 
Greek was the first language of medicine. After the 
Roman conquest, most practicing doctors in the Roman 
Empire were Greeks. Hence Greek language strived for a 
longer period in the medical parlance. In the beginning of 
the 1st century BC, a Roman aristocrat called Aulus 
Cornelius wrote a book called DE Medicina (an 
encyclopedic overview of medical knowledge) in Latin. 
(Wulff 2004:187) In the process of writing this book, he 
encountered the  problem  of  lack  of  terminology  in  the  



 
 
 
 
target language. To solve this problem, he employed the 
following strategies: 
  
a) He imported a few Greek terms directly to Latin 
(loaning). In importing the terms, he preserved their 
Greek grammatical endings. Example, pyloros now 
pylorus, eileos now eileus (Wulff, 2004:188). 
b) He Latinized Greek words writing them with Latin 
letters (naturalization). He replaced Greek endings with 
Latin endings. Example, stomachus and bronchus among 
others. 
c) He retained the vivid imagery of the Greek terminology 
by translating Greek phrases into Latin (Calques/loan 
translation). Example words like dentes canini- kyno 
dente, (dog teeth).  
 
From the above, most medical terms retained the Latin 
origin. Hence medical terminology is defined as: 
 

The language of the medical field has roots in Latin 
and Greek words. This terminology has evolved 
over time; in fact, it's often described as a "living 
language" because it has continued to change in 
shape and scope over generations of usage. For a 
medical terminology research paper, you could 
focus on different elements about the study of and 
practical uses for medical terminology (Hollis, 
2014:2). 

 
During the middle ages, scholars from Arab world made 
contribution to medical literatures by introducing Arab 
terms to medicine. The renaissance and the publication 
of De Medicina introduced the full era of Latin medical 
terminology. This led to the translation of all Greek and 
Arabic medical terms into Latin (Wulff, 2004:187). 
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The national medical languages which comprise of 
medical English, medical French, medical German, 
medical Italian and many others followed the medical 
Latin. These national languages did not only confine 
themselves to importing terms already found in medical 
Latin but also created new terms in their languages, 
borrowed and naturalized some terms. New concepts 
were named in their languages. The world is now 
advancing into the era of medical local languages 
terminology thus the Igbo language is not left out in this 
race. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
For the practical aspect of this work, we have chosen to translate a 
text on blood circulation taken from an integrated science text book 
for junior secondary school written by Obidike (2002:18-21) titled 
“Fundamental Integrated science for Junior Secondary School 
Fundamental”.  

Before the actual translation of the corpus, the researcher 
compiled terms from the source text and related materials in the 
source language. Owing to the fact that the existing English/Igbo 
dictionary could not provide equivalent terms, the researcher 
embarked on oral interview for data collection. Interviews were 
conducted. Traditional and orthodox medical practitioners, men and 
women both educated and semi literate of above 50 years and local 
butchers of various Igbo dialects were interviewed. The interview 
was done randomly. The researcher encountered a lot of difficulty 
in the data collection because the terms were not familiar to the 
semi-illiterate interviewee but with explanation, we were able to get 
some suggestions were there was no equivalence in the target 
language. Through the help of some techniques in translation such 
as hybridation – The marriage of European and local term (Frozen 
plasma- Pilasima a mkpukoro oyi) composition, explanation etc) 
was able to clean, transform and model the data collected for 
onward translation of our corpus (Table 1). 

A closer look at the glossary (Table 2) shows that we did not 
create or suggest terms in English and French languages. What we 
did was to assemble existing terms in the languages. 

 
 
Table 1. Translation. 
 
Original text Translated version 
Circulatory system Sysisitemu njem obara 
Introduction  Ihe Nkọwa 
The organ responsible for the transportation of blood from one 
part of the body to the other is known as circulatory system. The 
two main parts of these systems are: the heart and the vessels. 

N’ahụ mmadụ e nwere ọganụ na-ahu maka ịbughari ọbara 
n’akụkụ ahụ niile. A na-akpọ ọganụ ahụ sistemụ njem ọbara. Ihe 
abụọ mejupụtara sisitemu 

  
The structure of the heart  Odidi obi 
The heart is a pump; this is because a pump allows flow in one 
direction. Hence the valves in the heart work to prevent a back-
ward flow of blood. 
The blood has four chambers which include: 

Obi na akpa agwa dịka pọmpụ. Nke a pụtara na ihe o nụpụtara 
na-aga n’ihu n’ihu - Ọ naghị alaghachi azụ. Ihe mere nke a bu na 
obi nwere Vaavu nke na egbochị ọbara ịlaghahachi azụ. 
Obi nwere akụkụ anọ 

  
1. The right auricle  
2. The left auricle 
3. The right ventricle  
4. The left ventricle 

1. nti obi aka nri  
2. nti obi aka ikpa  
3. afọ obi aka nri  
4. afọ obi aka ịkpa 

  
The stream of blood flows to different part of the body through the  Site n’akụkụ anọ a obara na ejegharị n’ahụ niile. Nti obi aka nri  
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Table 1. Continues. 
 
four chambers of the heart. The right auricle receives blood called 
de-oxygenated blood from the vena cava while the left auricle 
receives oxygenated blood from the pulmonary veins of the lungs. 
The right ventricle sends deoxygenated blood into the aorta. 
Hence the pulmonary veins carry oxygenated blood while the 
pulmonary artery carries deoxygenated blood. 

na – eburu ọbara nke na-enweghị osijin nke si na vena cava (isi 
venu) Ebe nti obi aka ịkpa na-eburu ọbara nke sitere na veni 
pumonari nke ngu obi. Afo obi aka nri na-eziga ọbara nke na-
enweghi osijini na atịrị pumonari. Ebe afọ obi aka ikpa na eziga 
ọbara nwere osijini na isi atiri bu ayoto Nke putakara na veni 
pumonarị na-eburu ọbara nwere osijini ma ebe atịrị pumonarị na 
ebu ọbara nke na-enweghị osijini. 

  
Blood vessels  Okpo ọbara 
The tubes through which blood is moved from one part of the 
body to the other is known as vessels. They include: 
1. Arteries, 2. Veins, 3. Capillaries 
Blood is being carried away from the heart by arteries while the 
veins carries blood back to the heart capillaries are tiny tubes 
through which food and oxygen pass from the blood to the body 
cells. It is also important since it aids exchange between blood 
and body cells.  

Okpo ọbara bu uzọ ma ọ bu oghere nke ọbara na-esi aga 
n’akuku ahu niile. Ha bu: Atịrị, veni na kapịlarị. Atiri na eburu 
ọbara sitere na obi. Ebe veni na ebughachi ọbara n’obi, kapilari 
bu umu irighiri okpo ọbara nke na enye aka buru nri na-osijini 
nke si na ọbara bufee ha n’ime kpuru ndu ahu nmadu. Ọ na 
enye kwa aka ị ji gbaa onwe nke ọbara na mkpuru ndu na-eme. 

  
The blood Ọbara 
Blood is a fluid tissue made up of plasma. The plasma is the fluid 
portion of the blood. 

Ọbara di mmiri mmiri. Ihe mejụpụtara ya bu pilasima ma obu 
mmiri ọbara. 

  
Blood cells Mkpuru ndu obara 
The blood cells are the floating cells in the blood. They are: 
 
1 Red blood cells (erythrocytes) 
2 White blood cells (leucocytes) 
3 Blood platelets (thrombocytes) 
 

Mkpụrụ ndu ọbara bu mkpụrụ ndu nke na egwuhari n’ime ọbara 
ha bu: 
 
1. Mkpụụu ndu ọbara ụhie (eritrositi 
2. Mkpuru ndu ọbara ọcha (lukositi) 
3. Pilatileti (trombositi) 
Ihe ndịa na erugharị nime ọbara 

  
Red blood cells  Mkpuru ndu obara uhie  
These blood cells are red in colour and contain heamoglobin 
which carries oxygen from the lungs to the cells. They are 
produced in the bone marrow and lack nucleus. They have a life 
span of few months and are destroyed in the cells of the liver 
spleen. 

Mpkụrụ ndụ ọbara a na-acha uhie uhie. Ọ nwere uhie ọbara nke 
na-eburu ọsijini si na ngu obi kesasia ya n’ ịme mkpụrụ ndu ahu. 
Ha enweghi obi ma a na emepụta ya na umi ọkpụpụ. Ha anaghi 
kwa ebi ogologo ndụ. Sọọso ọnwa ọle ma ole tụpụ mpkụrụ ndu 
sipilin imeji e gbuo ha. 

  
White blood cells  Mkpuru ndu ọbara ọcha 
The white blood cells are larger and are more active than the red 
blood cells. They are also fewer in number than the red blood 
cells. It has the ability to move into the site of infection engulf the 
bacteria and destroy them. They have nucleus and are produced 
in the bone marrow, spleen and lymph. They produce antibodies 
against diseases. 

Mkpụrụ ndụ ọbara ọcha gbaro okpokoto n’odidi ya karia nke 
uhie. Ma ha di obere n’ọnu ọgụgụ. Ha nwere ịke ịga n’akụkụ ahụ 
nke nwere nsogbu lusuo nje ọgụ ma gbuo kwa ya. Ha nwere obi. 
A na emeputa kwa ha n’umi ọkpupu, na sipilin ma kwa na limfu. 
Mpkụrụ ndu ọcha na –emeputa ihe na-aluso nje ọgụ. 

  
Blood platelets  Pilatileti ọbara 
They are produced in the bone marrow and lacks nucleus and 
lack nucleus. They initiate blood clothing in wounds. 

 Dika mpkụrụ ndu obara uhie, ha enweghi obi. A na emeputa ha 
 na umi okpụpụ - Ọ bu pilatileti na eme ka ọbara kpụ kọta ma 
obu kwusi ịgba mgbe  
 mmadu meruru ahụ 

  
Blood group  Otu ọbara 
We have four major blood groups which are A, B, AB, O. Human 
blood can be any of the four groups based on the antibodies and 
antigen found in that blood. In blood transfusion, which simply 
means a process by which a donor gives out blood to an injured 
person in order to replace the lost of blood. O can donate to any 
person and for that reason they are called universal donors. 
Group AB can also receive from group O because of the fact that 
both have antibody A and antibody B in their plasma. So group 
AB are called universal recipients. They can receive blood from 

E nwere otu ọbara anọ Ha bu A, B, AB na O. Ọbara mmadụ ga-
egosiriri n’otu n’ime ndia. Ihe na-ebute okike a bu site n’antijini 
ma ọ bụ polisi ahụ nke di n’ ọbara mmadụ ọbụla. Na ihe gbasara 
ịtinye ọbara n’ahụ nke pụtara mmadụ ịnye onye ọzọ ọ bara ya ịji 
dochie ọbara emefuru n’aksidenti. Ọnye otu O nwere ike ịnye 
onye ọbụla ọbara. Nke mere eji akpọ ha “Onyezuoha”. Otu AB 
nwere ike iñụ ọbara onye otu O n’ihi na ha nwere polisi ahu A na 
B Nke a mere eji akpọ ndi otu AB “Ọnazuọha” maka na ha 
nwere ike ị na otu ọbụla ọbara. Otu A na a nara sọọsọ onye otu 
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Table 1. Continues. 
 
any group. Group A can only receive from O and A while group B 
can only receive from O and B. 

A na O. Otu a ka ọ di otu B ha na nara sọọsọ onye otu B na O. 
 

  
Blood diseases Oria obara 
A) Sickle Cell Diseases: This is hereditary. It cannot be 
contacted through infection. People with such diseases have 
more white blood cells than the red blood cells. Hence causing 
the oxygen supply too little. The little red blood cells they have die 
off quickly causing anemia. 
 

A) Sikụselu/ Mpkụrụ ndụ ọbara mbagọ. Ọria a bu 
mburuputauwa. A naghi ebute ya ebute. Ndi nwere ọria a bu ndi 
nwere mpkụrụ ndu ọbara ọcha kariri akari. Ufọdụ mgbe mpukru 
ndụ ọbara ọcha ha nwere a gbachaghi bụrụbụrụ nkea mere ka 
ogo ọsijini nke ahụ mmadụ na-enweta di ntakiri. Obere mpkụrụ 
ndu ụhie ha nwere na anwusi wee bute ụkọ ọbara 

  
B) Anemia: Anemia is the shortage of red blood cells. Sometimes 
it is the lack of hemoglobin in the blood cells. This will bring 
insufficient supply of oxygen in the body. Deficiency of Iron 
causes anemia. 

B) Ukọ Ọbara: Ọria a bu mbelata ọnụ ọgụgụ mpkụrụ ndụ ọbara 
uhie. Ufọdu mgbe ihe na ebute ya bu ụkọ ụhie ọbara n’ime 
mpkụrụ ndu ọbara. Nkea na-eme ka ọsijini ahụ na enweta diri 
ntakiri, Ukọ igwe na egbutekwa ụkọ obara. 

  
C) Leukemia: This occurs when the number of white blood cell in 
the blood in excess. Too much exposure to radioactive 
substances or x-rays particles can cause the disease. 

C) Lukemia: A na ebute ọria a mgbe ọnụ ọgụgụ mpkụrụ ndu 
ọbara ọcha dịrị ọtụtụ n’ ọbara mmadụ. Ihe inyocha ahụ dika x-
rey na ịhe di redio akitivi na egbutụkwa ọria a. 

  
Functions of blood Ọru obara 
1. The blood carries oxygen from the lungs to the tissues. 
2. The while blood cells light against diseases. 
3. It also helps in the blood clothing of wounds. 

1. Ọbara na egbụrụ ọsijini nke sina ngu wee kesasia ya n’ahụ 
mmadụ. 
2. mkpụrụ ndụ ọbara ọcha na-aluso nje ọria ọgụ 
3. Ọ na enye aka I me ka onya ghari ịgba ọbara ma kpakota ma 
ghara I gba ọbara nke ukuu. 
Ọ na nye aka ị bụru nri nke sitere na eriri afọ we kesasia ya 
n’akụkụ ahụ nile. 

 
 
 
Table 2. A tri -lingual glossary of terms in haematology. 
 
English  French Igbo Translation strategy 
Anemia  Anemie Ukọ ụhie ọbara  Explanation /cause  
Antibody Anti-corps Polisi ahụ Explanation /function 
Antigens Antigens Antigini Borrowing/naturalization 
Aorta  Aorte Ayota Borrowing/naturalization 
Artery  Artère Atịrị Borrowing/naturalization 
Arteriole Arteriole Irighiri atịrị Composition/hybridation 
Auxiliary artery Artère auxilliare Atịrị nyemaka  Composition/hybridation 
Bicuspid valve Soupape biscupide Vavụ mpi abụọ Composition/hybridation 
Bleeding Saignement Mgbuba ọbara Composition 
Bleeding disorder Trouble d’écoulement de sang Nsobu blidin Naturalization/hybridation 
Blood Sang Obara Equivalence 
Blood bank Banque du sang Oba ọbara Composition 
Blood cell Cellule sanguinaire Mpụrụ ndụ ọbara Composition 
blood serum Serum sanguine Mmiri obara Equivalence 
Blood circulation Circulation du sang Njem ọbara  Composition 
Blood lothing Caillement du sang Nkpukọ ọbara Composition 
Blood count Numération globulaire Nchọpụta ogo ọbara Composition 
Blood count cell Hématimètre Ogo mkpụrụ ndụ Composition 
Blood culture Hémoculture Ikpụ ọbara Composition 
Blood donor  Donneur du sang  Onye n’enye ọbara Composition 
Blood group Groupe sanguin Otụ ọbara Composition 
Blood group A Groupe sanguin A Otu ọbara A Composition 
Blood group B Groupe sanguin B Otu ọbara B Composition 
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Blood group AB Groupe sanguine AB Otu ọbara AB Composition 
Blood group O Groupe sanguine O Otu ọbara O Composition 
Blood heat Température du sang Ogo mkpemọkụ ọbara Composition 
Blood serum Serum sanguinaire Mmiri ọbara  Composition 
Blood test Examen du sang Nyocha ọbara Composition 
Blood transfusion Transfusion du sang Itinye ọbara Composition 
Blood vessels Vaisseau sanguine Okpo ọbara Composition 
Bone marrow Moelle osseuse Umị ọkpụpụ Equivalence 
Bone marrow transplant  Greffe à l’os moelle Mgbughari umi umiokpụkpu Composition 
Capillaries Capillaire Kapilari Naturalization 
Cell   Cellule Mpụrụndụ Composition 
Celebral hemorrhage Hémorragie cérébrale Mbiọbara uburu Composition 
Chronic leukemia Leucemie chronique Oke lụkamia Composition/hybrid 
Circulatory system Système de circulation  Sisitemu njem ọbara   Composition 
Cirrohisis Cirrhosis Sirosisi Borrowing/naturalization 
Clothing  Caillement Mpụkọ Equivalence 
Clothing disorder Trouble du Caillement Nsogbu mpụkọ  Calques 
Clot of blood Caillot sanguine Obara pụkọrọ apụkọ Composition 
Folic acid anemia  Anémie d’acide folique  Ukọ fọlik asidi Hybridation/explanation 
Frozen plasma  Plasma frigorifiée Pilasima a pụkọrọ ohi Hybridation/naturalisation  
Heamato-logist  Hématologue Okachamara na ihe basara ọbara Explanation/function 
Heamatology Hématologie Agmagu gbasara ọbara Composition 
Heamoglobin Hémoglobine Uhie Equivalence 
Heamophilia Hémophile Hemofilia Borrowing/naturalization 
Heamorrhage Hémorragie Mbị ọbara Equivalence 
Haemostasis L’hemostace Usoro nkwusi  Composition/explanation 
Heart transplant Greffe du cœur   Mbuhari obi Calques 
Hereditary Héréditaire Mbụrụ pụta ụwa Equivalence 
High blood pressure L’hypertensin Obara mbalie elu Equivalence 
Iron deficiency anemia Anémie ferriprivé Ukọ igwe ọbara Composition/explanation 
Genes Gene Eririagbụrụ Composition/ explanation 
Kidney Rein Akụrụ Equivalence 
Left auricle Oreillette gauche Nti obi aka ịkpa Calques 
Left venticule Ventricule gauche Afọ obi aka ikpa Calques 
Leukemia Leucémie Lukemia Naturalisation 
Lungs Poumons Ngụ Equivalence 
Lymph Lymphe  Limfi Naturalisation 
Lymphomas  Lymphome Kansa limfi Explanation 
Monocyte Monocyte Monositi Naturalisation 
Pernicious anemia Anémie pernicieuse Ukọ vitamin B12 Explication 
Nucleus Noyau  Obi Extention of meaning 
Pericadum Péricarde Akpa obi Equivalence 
Pericadisis Péricardite Oria akpa obi Composition 
Pint of blood  Pinte du sang Akpa ọbara Equivalence 
Phlebotomy phlébotomie Filebotomi Naturalisation 
Plasma  Plasma Pilasima Naturalisation 
Plasma cell  Plasmocyte Mkpụrụ ndụ pilasima Composition 
Platelets Plaquettes Pilatileti Borrowing/naturalisation 
Platelets counts Numeration des plaquettes Ogụgụ pilateleti Composition 
Pulmonary artery Artère pulmonaire Atịrị pulmonary Borrowing/naturalization 
Pulmonary valve Soupape pulmonaire Vaavụ pumonari Borrowing/naturalization 
Pulmonary vein Veine pulmonaire Veni pumonari Borrowing/naturalization 
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Table 2. Continues. 
 
Pulse  Pouls Ituume  Equivalence 
Red blood cell Globule  ۪◌rouge Mkpụrụ ọbara ụhie Composition 
Right auricle Oreillette droite Nti obi aka nri Composition 
Right ventricule Ventricule droite Afọ obi aka ịkpa Calques 
Rhesus factor  Facteur rhésus Fakito resusu Borrowing/naturallisation 
Rhesus negative Rhésus négative Resusu aka ịkpa Composition 
Rhesus positive Rhésus positive  Resusu akan nri Composition 
Sickle cell Drépanocyte Sikuseli Naturalization 
Spleen  Rate Sipilini Borrowing/naturalisation 
Systole Systole Sistolu Borrowing/naturalization 
Tricuspid valve  Soupape triscupide Vaavu isiatọ Explanation 
Varicose vein Varice Akwara ọmụmụ Equivalence 
Veins Veine Veni Composition /naturalisation 
White blood cell Globule blanc Mpkụrụ ndụ ọbara ọcha Composition 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 
In order to solve the problems of lacunae in the 
translation of specialized texts towards indigenous 
languages, the following strategies are employed: 
Explanation, intra and inter-language borrowing, 
composition (hybrid), naturalization, equivalence, 
calques, slang elevation, giving special meaning to 
already existing terms. Bamgbose (1984, 1986), 
Emenanjo (1989) and Cookey and Iwunze (2006) 
discussed these strategies with copious examples from 
Yoruba and Igbo respectively.  

In this work, the following strategies were employed 
extensively: borrowing, naturalization, composition, 
hybridizing, and explanation. 
 
 
Borrowing/loaning 
 
In Igbo terminology development there are two types of 
borrowing - inter language borrowing. This implies the 
loaning of words from one language to another and the 
loaning of words within the same language (intra 
language borrowing). The researcher had to borrow from 
the language of the source text, terms which could not be 
created nor excavated. It is important to note that 
developing languages mostly borrow from the languages 
they come in contact with. Nigeria adopted the English 
language of their colonial masters. Just like indigenous 
languages in francophone countries borrow mostly from 
French to build up their vocabularies. The borrowed 
terms were not left the way they are in the original 
languages. Thus the terms undergo the process of 
naturalization. Naturalization has to do with immersing 
the borrowed term into the linguistic pattern of the target 
language thereby making it conform and agree with the 
tenets of the target language in spelling convention and 

phonology pattern. Here are some examples drawn from 
our corpus: 
  
Veins - veni 
Artery - atiri 
Rhesus factor - fakitọ resusu 
 
 A closer look at the Igbo terms in the glossary above 
shows that Igbo terms end with a vowel. Hence, 
borrowed terms are naturalized to conform to this format 
(the morphologic pattern of Igbo terms). 
 
 
Explanation 
 
Explanation is another strategy employed in this work. 
Most terms in European languages do not have 
equivalents in Igbo language. To combat this problem, 
some terms are explained. This brief explanation could 
take the form of transposition. The motivation or the 
choice of terms could take various dimensions. It could 
be the explanation of the cause of the sickness or the 
function of the object. The position also could be an angle 
or point of view for the creation of a new term. It is 
important to note here that the motivational factor for the 
choice of term in the source language could vary from 
that of the target language. The source language may 
prefer to take a clue from the cause of the ailment while 
that of the target language could be derived from the 
effect of the ailments or vice versa. They could also have 
the same motivational factor. For example, anemia is the 
sickness caused by the lack of red blood cell. 
 
Anemia - ụkọ ụhie ọbara (scarcity of the red coloring) 
cause of the ailments. 
Antibody - polisi ahu (protector of the body) the function 
of the police was employed in the creation of this term.   

 Varicose veins - akwara ọmụmụ. Here, the motivational  



 
 
 
 
factor is not the same. In Igbo culture, varicose vein is 
commonly seen in pregnant women. Hence it is named 
akwara ọmụmụ which literally means pregnancy muscles.  

All the strategies employed in this work cannot be 
explained because of time and space. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The development of terminology through translation is the 
fastest and the surest means of developing indigenous 
languages because the terms are not created in isolation 
but they are placed in a context. It is important to note 
that, it will be useless to assemble terms that are not 
usable. Hence the efficacy and authenticity of a term lies 
on its usability. 

 Given the tri-lingual nature of this work, the term bank 
will go a long way to helping or improving the work of 
professional, amateurs and would-be translators thereby 
enhancing cross fertilization and dissemination of ideas. 
On the other hand, the availability of terminology in local 
languages will facilitate teaching and learning via the use 
of local languages. This implies that teaching and 
learning in one’s mother tongue enhances understanding 
and brings out the positive nature of an individual. This 
could explain China’s and India’s rapid development in 
science and technology more especially in the area of 
health. We believe that terminology research in local 
languages is the starting point to the much desired break 
through in science and technology.  
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